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Eye gaze information is an important and effective input modality for human-human communication. As eye tracker is becoming more
affordable for remote collaboration, a systematic literature review about eye-tracking supported collaboration systems on physical
works will improve the collaboration and benefit system design in the future. Toward this end, we review publications since year 2000
and categorize the reported prototypes and systems with respect to eye gaze functionality, eye-tracked subjects, physical task types
and gaze visualisations, demonstrating an overview of the usage and effect of eye tracking in remote guidance over time. We identify
the usage of eye tracking in remote guidance as gaze behavior and intention indicator, fast and effective input modality, physical
referential pointer and communication cues for social presence. Finally we analyze and discuss the effect and limitation of eye tracking
in remote guidance with respect to different gaze visualisations in a variety of applied scenarios. The technical and social challenges
identified will improve collaborations under remote guidance and benefit eye-tracking supported collaboration system design in the
future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Working from home is one of the main themes of 2020, and the increase in remote collaboration could have globally
significant socioeconomic impact over the long term. In remote collaboration on physical tasks, a local worker can
perform physical object manipulations guided by a remote expert [24], saving time and money. However, when
compared to face-to-face collaboration, there are challenges in remote collaboration, which includes monitoring the
distant workspace, building up communication ground, sharing a referential system, and understanding the remote
activities and perceptions of the collaborators via the communication channels available [32].

Eye-contact is an important form of nonverbal communication, and plays an important role in face-to-face conver-
sation. However eye-contact was often missing due to hardware limitations or availability in earlier video-mediated
remote communication [4, 26]. Recently eye-tracking technology has begun to be explored in the field of computer
supported cooperative work (CSCW) with different configurations, and the effectiveness of introducing eye tracking
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seems promising. In human-human remote collaboration, eye gaze is an instant and effortless input modality in addition
to touch, speech, and hand and other body postures and gestures [27]. Eye gaze, when visible in a shared view or
interface during remote collaboration, can present valuable contextual cues about the current visual attention of
one participant. When gaze is shared with the other collaborator, it can lead to improved joint attention. The joint
attention usually converges to a physical target in a collaborative physical work, so gaze can function as a quick
and precise pointing gesture, and is very effective when the focus of attention is complicated to describe verbally or
by other ways [6, 35]. In collaborative physical works under remote guidance, gaze is most powerful when used in
combination with other more explicit input modalities [27] such as hand gesture [24, 25, 28, 29, 56]. Gaze has been
used as a pointer for referring and annotating functions, as many other pointer modalities [1, 9, 20, 30, 49, 52, 57] and
annotation systems [17, 21, 41, 45] do. In addition to pointing, research has been undertaken to provide gaze cues in
augmented, mixed and virtual reality (AR, MR or VR) for improved immersive collaboration experiences [5, 46, 47, 50].

This leads to our motivation to provide an overview on the current research in gaze usage and effect in remote
collaborative systems. We believe that the technical and social challenges identified will improve remote guided
collaborations and benefit developing eye-tracking supported collaboration systems in the future.

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

• Firstly, we categorize the prototypes and systems according to eye tracking functionality, eye-tracked subjects,
physical task types and gaze visualisations, which lead to an overview of the usage and effect of eye tracking in
remote guidance over time.

• Secondly, we summarize the usage of eye tracking in remote guidance as gaze behavior and intention indicator,
fast and effective input modality, physical referential pointer and communication cues for social presence.

• In addition to the usage, the effect of eye tracking in remote guidance is also analyzed and discussed based on
different gaze visualisations in a variety of applied scenarios.

2 METHOD OF PUBLICATION COLLECTION AND SELECTION

We collected papers from three main sources: the IEEE/IEL electronic library, the ACM digital library and the Springer-
Link full text databases. Publications before 2000 were not generally considered, because research about eye-tracking
supported collaborations in earlier years was quite restricted due to hardware conditions. We focused the literature
review on physical tasks. A physical work or task refers to an object-oriented manipulation work, and so it could be
a task with a real workspace scene, or a simulated scene shown on a screen or in a virtual environment, where the
participants needed to take operational actions on an object target. Most importantly, the task needed to involve eye
tracking.

A group of search keywords and terms were used to search the full texts in each database, which were “eye tracking”,
“remote”, and “collaborative work” or “collaborative task”. We didn’t set additional search restrictions in order to reach a
broad coverage of related publications as much as possible, although we focused on remote collaboration of physical
works. By selecting the top relevant 100 publications rated by each database, we collected 165 publications of conference
papers, journal articles, and book chapters. The left bar chart of Fig. 1 shows the number of publications collected
from each databases. The right word cloud plot of Fig. 1 demonstrates the most frequent keywords and terms in the
publications collected, the bigger the font size of a keyword, the higher the frequency it occurs. We noticed that there
were quite a number of publications studying mechanisms of gaze behavior, as well as gaze visualisation in collaborative
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Fig. 1. Number of publications collected from the three databases (left) and the most frequent keywords and terms in the collection
(right).

search tasks, noting that we won’t discuss all of them in details, instead we mention and discuss the findings reported
as reference in the following sections.

It is seen that since 2016 there has been an overall increase in eye-tracking related research publications about remote
collaborative works. From the publication collection we also identify that the ACM Conference series on Human Factors

in Computing Systems (CHI) is the most significant source of publisher and venue for this survey. Other publisher and
venue sources include but not limited to ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing

Companion (CSCW), ACM Symposium on Eye Tracking Research&Applications (ETRA), International Conference on
Multimodal Interfaces (ICMI), IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR), IEEE Virtual

Reality conference (VR), IEEE transactions, and a range of Springer journals.

3 AN OVERVIEW OF EYE-TRACKING SUPPORTED REMOTE COLLABORATION PROTOTYPES AND
SYSTEMS ON PHYSICAL TASKS

We categorize the prototypes and systems from different perspectives to present an overview of eye-tracking supported
remote collaboration prototypes and systems on physical tasks.

3.1 The key role eye tracking playing in the prototypes and systems reviewed

The key role that eye tracking plays in remote collaborative physical works is to identify focus of attention (FOA).
The joint attention guided by one participant’s FOA, aiming to provide visual referencing for object manipulation or
common understanding purpose, as studied by Fussell et al. [19], is key for remote collaborative physical works. Research
suggests that gaze is an active and effective trigger of FOA. Specifically, researchers compared the effect of remote
guidance under various conditions with gaze and/or other indicators like conversation [3, 13, 23], head direction [54, 55],
hand gesture [6, 7, 23], facial expression [10], cursor pointer [22], or a combination of several cues [6, 7, 23]. This is
measured using different metrics such as task completion time, number of mistakes, number of words or phrases used
in conversation, accompanied with subjective user questionnaires. The introducing of eye tracking generally improves
the performance of experiments under certain conditions when compared to a set of different baseline conditions as
reported, but eye tracking also shows limitations and disadvantages. This issue will be discussed in section 5.2.
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In addition to supporting object manipulation, eye-tracking techniques were applied in virtual environments [5, 15, 50]
as well as in augmented, mixed or virtual realities [6, 46, 47] with avatars as representation of participants. This was
often done to support the same social interactions between participants as in face-to-face collaborations, which leads to
more technical challenges.

3.2 Collaborative tasks

We mainly reviewed publications reporting collaborative object manipulation tasks, but we also found that some
prototypes were built up based on simulated tasks visible on a 2D screen or in virtual environments. A typical task
studied was a puzzle assembly or block building task, where essential interactions such as actions of referring target
and location, concept understanding, or communication expressions, can be very well investigated.

3.3 Eye-tracked subjects

When considering the subjects who were eye-tracked in collaborative physical works under remote guidance, there
were three use cases in which eye tracking could be applied: the remote helper only, the local worker only, or both.
Based on different research scenarios the systems or experiments were designed accordingly to implement eye tracking
on different subjects. In general practice, gaze might indicate a status that someone is monitoring, which seems to
happen more often with helpers when monitoring the task status and actions of workers. Physically, eye tracking,
together with head position and other body motions and gestures, could work as a FOA indicator or a pointing gesture
to formulate messages, which might happen to both helpers and workers during the collaboration [19].

3.3.1 Eye tracking of the remote helper. Quite a few prototypes and systems, when conducting real scene physical
tasks under guidance, only applied eye tracking on the remote helpers. These include teleoperation systems in which
eye tracking is applied only to the human operators, and eye gaze functions as an operation trigger to control robot
workers. Eye tracking of remote helpers is visible in the shared view, display, or the physical workspace, except in early
exploratory works due to hardware limitation. The helper’s gaze, when overlaid on the worker’s view, can successfully
guide the FOA of the local worker. For example, Higuch et al. [23] used the gaze cues of a remote helper to guide local
physical tasks such as block construction and showroom assembly. Their work also attempted to combine eye fixations
and hand gestures with verbal cues. Their results suggested that the helper’s gaze is a precise pointing gesture faster
than hand gesture.

3.3.2 Eye tracking of the local worker. However, there are few prototypes and systems in which the local workers were
eye-tracked but not the remote helpers. The exploratory experiment of Fussel et al. [18] indicated that “the performance

with a head mounted camera (HMC) with eye gaze information from the worker’s side was not significantly different

than using audio only, and performance was significantly worse than with a fixed camera showing the entire workspace”.
Barakonyi et al. [7] introduced their remote AR videoconferencing system where the local student selected an object by
eye gaze, and the remote helper (teacher) perceived the target and offered help by explaining the selected target. Later,
the investigation of Gupta and Billinghurst [10, 22] demonstrated that the physical task completion time was reduced,
and user interactive experience was improved under the condition that the worker was eye-tracked and monitored by a
helper, and a mouse pointer representing the helper’s referring target was visible in the worker’s view, when compared
to the condition without the pointer nor eye tracking. It is noticed that in Gupta and Billinghurst’s work [10, 22], the
worker could observe the view of workspace from the head-mounted display, while the worker could monitor the
helper’s head and upper body in the work of Fussel et al. [18]. The eye tracking
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3.3.3 Dual eye-tracking. Researchers have also investigated gaze coordination mechanisms to detect joint attention.
Due to technical and hardware availability issues, many of the dual eye-tracking supported prototypes were set up based
on simulated collaborative physical tasks or in virtual environments. Until recent several prototypes were designed to
reproduce the participants’ gaze in AR, VR and MR for physical collaboration in a real scene. An example is MiniMe [47],
which used eye tracking in AR for the local worker and in VR for the remote helper, and gaze cues were visualized as
virtual ray-cast. Their study demonstrated that dual eye tracking not only contributes to accomplishing the physical
task itself as a physical pointer for physical object manipulation, but also builds up the communicative channel in
addition to body gestures, as well as providing a monitor channel for the third party. In particular, dual eye tracking
significantly improves the social interactive experience of human participants just as in side-by-side collaboration.

3.4 Visibility and representation of eye gaze

Visible gaze from collaborators explicitly helps to guide the attention or awareness thus establishes the joint attention,
which is a critical component for collaboration. With different system design and applied environment, a variety of
visualisations are demonstrated in different prototypes and systems.

3.4.1 Gaze visible in 2-dimensional view. We find that gaze cursor has been the most commonly applied visualisation
so far, with many forms such as a circle or eye-shaped icon visible on a 2D scene screen. In addition to gaze cursors,
Chetwood et al. [13] used hotspots to represent the gaze of a master over time in a simulated laparoscopic surgical
equipment to guide surgeon training. The trainee’s gaze was visualized the same way and monitored by the master.
Higuch et al. [23] visualized the helper’s gaze in a combined way for an object manipulation task, where the gaze
direction was represented as a piece of highlighted arc when the gaze target was out of the limited HMD field of view
of the worker, and the exact gaze focus in the worker’s view was visualized as a green square cursor. Li et al. [33]
visualized gaze as gaze trail or zoom focus for a simulated collaborative puzzle assembly task and a bomb diffusion task.

During a joint spatial search task, D’Angelo et al. [16] studied and compared using a heatmap, gaze path or shared
area as gaze visualisations for a joint on-screen pattern search task. They found that the collaborative visual search task
was completed in less time when gaze was visualized as a shared area or gaze path. Zhang et al. [58] studied four gaze
visualisations for a co-located map search task and reported that less explicit gaze visualisation was preferred, where
the gaze path (trajectory) should be avoid, as high visibility of gaze indicators might cause more distraction. These
results also suggest that displaying gaze indicators generally improves the collaboration efficiency and establishes joint
attention, but the efficiency of visible gaze vary with different gaze visualisations. Please note that Zhang’s work is a
co-located collaboration, as their findings are valuable for remote collaborations as well. The investigations above lead
to gaze visualisation and eye-tracking data processing and modelling studies.

3.4.2 Gaze visible as a projected pointer in physical workspace. In some studies augmented eye gaze has been directly
projected into a relative small workspace. Akkil et al. [3, 4] projected the helper’s gaze as a torch/cursor into the
worker’s physical workspace to guide the building of blocks, as Higuch et al. [23] and Wang et al. [54, 55] did. In
Higuch’s work, the projected gaze was visualized as gaze path that kept a small piece of gaze travel history, which
was quite informative to instruct an object placement action from one place to the destination. Rheden et al. [53] also
projected the eye gaze of the helper into a 6*6 grid whiteboard to guide the worker in drawing a shape by connecting
grid edges with lines. It should be noted that Rheden’s work is a co-located collaboration, however their findings can be
of great benefit to remote mode as a reference.
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Compared to the case that a worker has to wear a head-mounted device or has to observe a display or a screen
showing instructions from the helper, this relatively free-style work mode is more similar to a co-located one. The
projected gaze in the real workspace strongly improves the collaboration efficiency.

3.4.3 Gaze as a cursor or ray-cast in VE, AR, VR and MR. Gaze visualisation and transformation becomes more
challenging in virtual environments. Despite the technical issues, it is reported that the selection criteria of participants
is very critical. Unfortunately candidates with a big head or wide distance between the eyes, or are wearing glasses
may not be able to use eye-tracking in a head-mounted display. This results in relative fewer investigations related to
eye-tracking in AR, VR or MR.

In virtual environments, Duchowski et al. [15], Steptoe et al [50, 51], Andrist et al. [5] made gaze visible as lightspot
or virtual line to better monitor the task status and referenced objects for the collaborator. Piumsomboon et al. [46]
tracked gaze of both AR and VR users in a collaborative spatial object manipulation task. Gaze was visualized as a virtual
ray-cast, and when the users looked at an object longer together the color of the object changed. Piumsomboon et al. [47]
augmented the gaze of both the remote helper and the local worker, where both avatars were shown side-by-side in a
mixed reality environment, and gaze was visualized as ray-cast to instruct object manipulations in the real environment.

3.4.4 Without gaze visualisation. Sometimes gaze is not always or can not be visualized explicitly under certain
circumstances. The AR videoconferencing interface of Barakonyi et al. [7] set the eye cursor hidden by default,
which could be selectively turned on by a keyboard shortcut to avoid meaningless gaze cues for object selection. The
ThirdEye developed by Otsuki et al. [40] guided attention in videoconferencing, where the gaze FOA was not explicitly
annotated except an anchored eye-shaped button showing eye movements. As demonstrated in their work, the ThirdEye
successfully led the attention.

4 USAGE OF EYE TRACKING IN REMOTE GUIDANCE

4.1 Gaze cues as behavior indicator to reveal interaction mechanism

Chanel et al. [12] found that eye-movement coupling is a very important indicator when assessing collaborative
interactions regarding convergence and emotion management, where convergence refers to action synchrony, mutual
understanding, conceptual convergence, emotional convergence, symmetry in roles and responsibilities, and emotion
management refers to the emotion awareness of collaborative participants. Rae et al. [48] also mentioned that using
gaze in designating or monitoring are the two classes of gaze-based human interaction practices. Fussell et al. [18]
investigated the process during a remote guided physical collaboration in which the helper was eye-tracked. Gaze cues
were found to be used to monitor people’s actions, establish joint focus of attention, and formulate messages as a pointing

gesture.

4.2 Gaze cues as intention indicator to predict actions

Identifying focus of attention (FOA) is a critical task in remote guided collaboration. The joint attention guided by FOA
of one participant strongly supports interactions such as visual referencing for grounding, disambiguation or object
manipulation.

Ou et al. [42, 44] identified that the helper’s FOA areas were the workspace, the jigsaw piece hub and target puzzle
by monitoring the helper’s eye movement. Akkil and Isokoski [2] examined the effect of gaze augmentation in a video
recorded from a HMC in a simulated driving task, and their results suggested that videos with augmented gaze, along
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with the contextual information available, can efficiently trigger the viewers’ action to predict the observed people’s
intention. Higuch et al. [23] also reported that the worker could predict the intention of the helper when the helper’s
gaze was visible even without speech given a specific context. Moreover, Ou et al. [43] proposed a Markov model to
predict the helper’s FOA. In addition to Markov model, support vector machines (SVMs) were also applied to predict
intention of actions in computer gaming recently [38, 39]. It is quite promising for smart collaborative system design
given reliable intention prediction.

4.3 Gaze as a fast non-verbal input modality

The experiments reported in [4, 8, 10, 11, 14, 22, 23] compared conditions when gaze was visible or invisible during
remote collaboration. The results suggest that visible gaze improves the collaborative efficiency, as “eye fixations
visualized by both a projector and a HMD show a fast and precise pointing capability over hand gestures” [23], which is a
consistent finding that shared gaze significantly reduced completion time in a face-to-face collaborative construction
task, as Huang and Shi [34] reported recently.

Chetwood et al. [13] also compared verbal-based and gaze-based instructions in collaborative surgeon training. They
found that eye gaze is especially useful in collaboration between clinicians from different countries or background,
given the different languages and physical conditions where clinicians must wear masks make verbal communication
inapplicable during the collaboration. Similarly, Kwok et al. [31] indicated that eye gaze is more advantageous in terms
of implicitly carrying information on the focus of the surgeon’s attention than other input modalities in collaborative
surgery.

These investigations reveal that gaze information is a very important input modality supplementing body gesture
and speech in collaborative physical tasks under remote guidance.

4.4 Improving co-presence by reproducing eye movement of avatars in virtual environment

As people’s gazing practices and the visibility of these to others are important resources in social interaction [48], it is
important to reproduce gaze to improve immersion of virtual reality. Virtual systems build in [5, 6, 15, 37, 47, 51, 51], all
tried to reproduce the users’ gaze in avatars in the virtual environments. The augmented gaze of an avatar not only
worked as pointing gesture in object manipulation tasks, but also established a communication channel in augmented,
virtual, and mixed realities.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Effect of gaze visualisation

From the gaze visualisations presented above, several issues regarding the effect of gaze visualisation can be observed.

• Gaze visualisations vary with respect to different types of tasks and display conditions. Basically, if the col-
laborative task is monitored and presented on a screen, a gaze cursor is the common choice with quite a few
variations. It could be investigated if the mutual visible gaze pattern (the gaze cursor is only visible to the other
side) or mirror visible gaze pattern (both gaze cursors are visible in the shared view) can work equivalently in
dual eye tracking systems, as the mirror visible gaze pattern may cause distractions. For physical collaboration
under remote guidance, a projected gaze pointer in the physical workspace is feasible and improves not only
the collaboration efficiency but also the social co-presence. However, the projected gaze might be hard to track
in a large physical workspace, gaze simulation via avatars seem to be a good solution. With the development
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of hardware, delicate algorithms to capture the behavior of human gaze will contribute to the design of more
advanced systems for more complicated tasks.

• The visible gaze in the physical workspace is supposed to improve the collaboration, as the worker won’t need
to pay additional attention to a shared view screen. However, distractions when showing non-filtered gaze or a
personal feeling like “being watched” were reported when gaze is visible in the physical workspace [4, 23, 58].

• Visualisation as a gaze path could be applied when moving an object from one location to another. This is
supposed to guide object moving actions well, although a gaze path was reported to cause distractions and should
be avoid in a collaborative search task [58].

5.2 Effect of gaze pointer

As mentioned above, gaze as a gaze pointer or a referential gesture is very effective when the referenced object is
quite complicated to be described verbally or by other input modalities, however it is most powerful when used in
combination with other input modalities such as conversation and body gestures. Gaze information alone may not be
as effective as a mouse.

In earlier work of Bauer et al. [9], it was found that the pointer/annotation working alone without speech cues
didn’t help much in communication. Müller et al. [36] also indicated that gaze transfer can help establish common
ground in remote cooperation. However, gaze may lead to ambiguity when conveying spatial information, so that a
conventional referential device such as a mouse could outperform the gaze in this case. Higuch et al. [23] also mentioned
that gaze cues for providing explicit instruction purposes worked only when they were combined with speech. Akkil
and Isokoski [3] reported a similar case where the gaze pointer may need more verbal instructions to accomplish a
physical task under remote guidance. Consistently, in remote collaborative physical tasks applying augmented, mixed,
or virtual reality technology, the gaze cue was reported to work together with other gesture cues better than to work
alone, based on a verbal condition. The gaze cue alone worked better when referring to a complicated spatial layout
and self-location awareness than the combined cues [6]. However, when comparing cursor pointer, head pointer and
eye gaze as pointer, Wang et al. [54] indicated that the head pointer and eye gaze led to better collaboration quality, and
the head pointer could be considered as a low-cost proxy of the eye gaze pointer [55].

5.3 Limitation of this work

The systems and prototypes reviewed in this work are limited to physical works, which do not cover many collaboration
systems like e-learning, e-writing, pair programming, online shopping, computer gaming, and etc. Therefore the usage
and effect of systems discussed is specified within this restricted scope.

Another limitation could be the literature collecting process. as the selected keywords and terms might have only
covered a subset of all relevant keywords. The search in full texts might have also caused additional workload of
literature review, as keywords in full texts are not always related to the work conducted and reported in the publications.

6 CONCLUSION

We briefly reviewed eye-tracking supported prototypes and systems for remote collaboration on physical works over
the last two decades, and presented an overview of usage and effect of eye tracking in remote guidance over time.
The prototypes and systems are categorized and analyzed in terms of eye tracking functionality, eye-tracked subjects,
physical task types and gaze visualisations, where the usage of eye tracking in remote guidance is summarized and
categorized as gaze behavior and intention indicator, fast and effective input modality, physical referential pointer
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and social presence cues. The effect and limitation of eye tracking in remote guidance is analyzed and discussed with
respect to the usage, which will lead to a better understanding of eye tracking functionality in remote guidance, and
benefit remote collaboration system design in the future.
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